I have heard of the murder of one “Shakespeare” attributed to one
“Frenchy,” Amer Ben Ali, which happened on April 24, 1891.
I had a quantity of grading to do in front of my place in the spring of
1891, and I went down to Castle Garden and hired several men to do the
work. After getting through this work I kept one of the men to assist my
man, who had broken his arm. He took care of the horses. As near as I
can recollect, his name was Frank. I do not recollect his other name. I
had this man working for me about a month before April 24, 1891.
The morning of the murder of “Shakespeare” I went out to my stable
and found only my regular man with the broken arm. This was about
6 o’clock in the morning. I asked him where the other man was, and he
said that Frank had been out all night and had gone to bed, and that I
had better not disturb him, as he was pretty ugly. I did not see him, but
at the regular time came to New York. Frank left me between five and
ten days later, without any notice.
One of my servants, named Mary, went up to the barn to clean up
the room said Frank had occupied and found a key in the room. I think
in the table drawer. She made the remark that the key had the same
number on it as the room mentioned by the papers as the one in which
“Shakespeare” was killed.
When I returned home that night they called my attention to it. The
girl also found a shirt with bloodstains on it in the room. I put the key
in my pocket and brought it to New York. It was an ordinary bronze key
of the cheap kind and had a tag on it numbered 31.

The next day I told one of my employees, who was familiar with the
circumstances, and asked him to walk to the scene of the murder with
me, as I did not care to go to that locality alone. We went into a saloon
on Catharine Street, the same hotel where the murder had been committed,
and asked for a cigar. We sat down at a table and compared the
key I had and the tag with the keys on the board. It was exactly the same
style of key and same style of small brass tag with the corners clipped.
While sitting there a man came down, laid a key on the bar and went
out. We got up and called for a glass of beer and laid the key which I had
beside the other key and they were exactly alike, the figures were the
same size and shape, and the shape of the tag and key were the same.
As a practical printer, and being familiar with figures, I am positive that
the stamped figures on the key and those on the keyboard were made
from the same dies.

The man whom I refer to in the beginning of my statement, known to
me as Frank, was, I think, a foreigner. I knew that he had been a sailor
because he had done some splicing of ropes for me. He was a man about 5
feet 10 inches tall, rather strong, but not very fleshy, and about thirty-five
years old. He had a very sullen disposition. He spoke in broken English,
and, in my opinion, was a Dane.

He left me in the night and I have never seen him since. When this
man came to work for me he had only a bundle of clothes, he left nothing but the shirt
and key in his room. It would be impossible for me to
locate the maid servant and the man servant. The only thing I remember is that
the man servant’s name was Henry.
My reason for not coming forward with these facts at that time was the
belief that “Frenchy” would be quite as well off where he is as at liberty.
Furthermore, I did not care to have my name mentioned in connection
with the case. But I now feel that it is my duty to make this affidavit. I believe that
the man in my employ was the real murderer of that woman.

There is no reasonable ground to doubt that the key found by me,
abandoned by the man Frank, was the key of the room in which old
“Shakespeare” was murdered. This act was perfectly clear to me when I
learned that the murder had been committed in Room No. 31, and that
the key found in Frank’s clothing corresponded exactly with every other
key used in the hotel.
Why did I keep quiet? Well, because the murder was creating worldwide interest,
and I dreaded the publicity that my evidence would be certain to give me. I dreaded
it as a business man and in a social way for my
family. Then, again, I felt certain that although ‘Frenchy’ was not guilty
of the murder he was a dangerous character better under restraint than
at liberty. So I kept silent.
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To Turn To A Friend For Advice
Concerning The Room Key

Friend of George Damon and Governor
of New Jersey, Foster M. Voorhees.
It was in no small part due to a letter
written by Voorhees vouching for Damon
and the story he presented explaining the
decade long retention of the key to Room
31 that convinced Governor Benjamin B.
Odell of New York to sign an order of
commutation which released Ali from
prison in 1902. It would take one year from
the time of Voorhees' letter to Odell for Ali
to be released.

